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Protect your business with Axis  
end-to-end solution bundles

Get special bundle pricing* on these kits designed to provide end-to end solutions, for 
SMBs looking to protect their business and perimeter

Mix and match Axis S3008 recorder NVR with select Axis cameras and speakers to suit your requirements.

Bundles are easy to order and can be customised to suit 
your customers’ needs.

Start with a minimum of: 
• 1x recorder – S3008 8 channel/2TB 
• 4 to 8 x cameras, any combination of: 
  - M3065-V, M3115-LVE, or M3116-LVE

Plus depending on the application:

• Optional 1 to 16 x IP network audio, any 
combination of: 
  - C1410 mini speaker (indoor use) 
  - or C1310-E horn speaker (outdoor/perimeter use) 
• Optional: Intercom A8105-E

S3008 Recorder - compatible with all Axis cameras

Compact, fanless design. USB port for exporting video. 
5 year warranty. Comes with power supply. For use only 
with AXIS Companion video management software 
and mobile apps.
(POE switch built in, no direct monitor connection)

Axis M3065-V camera

Axis A8105-E

Axis M3115-LVE camera - 1080p 
Axis M3116-LVE camera - 4MP

Axis C1410 network 
mini speaker

Axis C1310-E network 
horn speaker

‘Business Protection’ sample bundle ‘Perimeter Watch’ sample bundle



Contact us to place your order
www.sektor.co.nz | security@sektor.co.nz

0800 SEKTOR (735867)

Optimized for basic surveillance needs
AXIS Companion video management software is 
designed for small businesses needing to monitor 
their premises, people and assets. It offers quick and 
easy system setup and intuitive operation.

Available at any time, from anywhere
Axis Secure Remote Access technology allows users 
easy access to live or recorded video on a mobile 
device or PC with no need for network or router 
configuration. 

Easy to expand
A solution with AXIS S3008 is easily adapted to your 
business, and seamlessly expands as your needs 
grow. You can add additional recorders and other 
Axis devices to your installation. For instance, it’s 
possible to add network speakers to communicate 
with staff and deter intruders or network video door 
stations for audiovisual identification and remote 
entry control.

Recorder Special bundle 
price* 

(NZD ex GST)

AXIS NVR S3008 
8-Ch 2TB

SEAXS30082TB $688

Cameras (minimum of any 4)

Axis M3065-V SEAXM3065V $297

Axis M3115-LVE SEAXM3115LVE $352

Axis M3116-LVE SEAXM3116LVE $462

Audio
Axis C1410 SEAXC1410 $330

Axis C1310-E SEAXC1310E $551

Intercom (optional)
A8105-E SEAXA8105E $883

Axis Companion VMS
Professional video surveillance made simple

Bundle hardware order codes

*Terms & Conditions: Special pricing valid from 2 November 2020 to 31 March 2021. Per bundle must contain a minimum of 1x S3008 Recorder and 4 cameras (any combination of M3065-V / 
M3115/16-LVE). Bundles can also include 1x IP audio (up to a total of 16 speakers, combination of C1410 / C1310-E. Intercom A8105-E is optional. To get the bundle discount/rebate to be approved 
detailed information is required. If integrator is not Axis CPP, they must register to become an Axis Authorise Partner to purchase the bundle kits.

All Axis hardware now come with 
5-YEAR WARRANTY

AXIS Companion is a complete solution that brings the 
reliability of professional video surveillance to small business 
owners. You get affordable cameras to cover most common 
surveillance situations, a network video recorder to store video, 
an easily operated video management software and a secure 
remote access to your system from any location.

With AXIS Companion business owners can tap into the benefits 
of video surveillance. From real time monitoring, to resolving 
conflicts, preventing and reducing theft and even remote store 
visits, video surveillance with AXIS Companion is a simple and 

secure task. You can control your business at any time from any 
location, and with high video quality both in daylight and night 
time, business owners can be in control of their operations at 
any time from any location.

• Compact recorder with integrated PoE switch
• Easy to install and operate
• Surveillance-grade hard drive
• USB port for exporting video
• 5-year warranty


